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Clinic Expanded ^
For Una* who have t m n in the basement of Allyn
Hall and have wandered Into Wright Slate's cubicle
of a cllaic, will be pleased to know thoM days of
claustrcfifaaMa a r e over. The music room—new mall
room—Is being planned to bouse a new clinic. According to Ken Davenport, Assistant Dean of Students,
the music room will not only accommodate the
expanded clinic with more treatment facilities but
will have a staff of three doctors on 24 hour call,
seven days a week. Also a schedule Is being worked
out to have one of the three doctors on duly each
day for two hours, Monday through Friday.
Now, you may be getting the Impression that this
newly expanded clinic will be a place to come and
get all your Ills taken care of. Sorry, It's not.
"Out Patient Clinic," is how Ken described It. The
doctors, Gerald Mangel, Robert Miller and Robert
Bar of Kettering, will diagnose the Illness or problem, which ever It may be, and will refer you to
your family doctor, or If need be, a hospital.
The reason behind the expansion and need oi doctors Is not lust because of the Increase of students
but Hie s'.'jdents In the residence halls who need
a easy, sure way to get a doctor In case an emergency
should arlae.
It Is hoped that the doctors will be working d
on call within the next couple of weeks. The p r o i ' \ed
plan Is to have the clinic moved and all facli. »s
In by the first part of November.
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Women Seek Action

f w

Resistance Dies
BY JAN DACLEY
The famous WSU Parking Fee Resistance Movement
died with hardly a sound on Friday, Oct. 30, the deadline date for buying parking stickers. A tew students
attended a last-minute " r a l l y " at 1 p . m . but there
were only about 20 people In attendance, and most
were there only to Join whatever might have been
happening. Since nothing was happening, they left.
The remaining dlehards of the movement decided
to hold the rally outside on the qi'id Instead of in
Oelman Auditorium, as liad been planned. Once outside," they held a short discussion In which they
unanimously decided that the whole thing was a
waste of time, since "nobody car«s, anyway." They
were advised by one student that there were ways
to get around paying the parking fee if they really
didn't want to. Several of the Ideas were Interesting
but few people were willing to try them.
After about five, minutes of semi-silence, the group
disbanded to wait for that far-off day when somebody
will care before It's too late.

Repression, How Co
l se

After nearly a month of consciousness-raising
and organisational meetings, Wright State Woman's
Liberation has begun to move. At the latest meeting
on Oct. 30, the women discussed plans for their
WL group.
The primary objective of the WSU gro«4> will be
to make people more aware of what Women's Liberation is all about, and to present the truth instead of
the distorted rumor that has been circulating about
bra-burning and lesbianism. The grot*) also would
like to set up some program f a r women ami men
to become aware of the discrimination against women
in society, and of the potential role women could play
in the world were It not for these prejudices.
First Item on the agenda for Wright State Women's
Lib Is an attempt to find somewhere to set up a
Women's Center here on the university campus,
where women can gather to discuss their problems,
Ideas, and feelings about Women's Liberation and about
other things that concern all women. Tito center
would also be open to men who might be curicus
about the movement.
The members also discussed tentative plans to
sponsor a series of programs that would be of Interest
to all, and would be q>en to the public. No definite
plans have yet been made, but several programs
have already been organized.
Women's Liberation meets each Friday afternoon
at 3:30 p.m., usually In Conference Room 1 at the
University Center, and all women are Invited.

by Stu Nestor

What would you do If you had eggs thrown at your
bullet proof c a r ? President Nixon ("Elect me, and
I shall unite the Nation."), responded like any normal
leader of our polarized country and attacked those
who so savagely attacked him and are out to destroy
the nation. He threatened them with future reprisals.
Is this outburst from the President of the United
States a prelude to what Is coming In the not so far
off future?
Nobody knows, but can only guess. The politics
a r e there, and the stage Is being set for the final
act to commence. We have only to look to the north
of us In Canada where the Thrudeau government
has enacted the War Measures Act to supress and
crush the FLO (Front deLlberatlon du Quebec) and
terrorist attacks upon the government.
The parallel between the United States and Canada
Is uncomfortably close. The last few months before
the election, lave been filled with emotional cries
for "law and o r d e r " In the face of rising violence
en the part of militant groups across the country.
These emotional pleas are alined to thrust fear Into
the pcpulas and thus gain support for what "lawful"
measures are needed to keep America safe and f r e e .
We are told that our livelihood Is being threatened.
But Is It? Who are the terrorist attacks against"
Not the man on the stree, or the worker, but the
corporations and the military who are in control of
Uie government.
The following report from the College Press Release from Canada, reveals a familiar picture to us
south at t.se border:
« . .Jean Marchand, Federal Minister, has publically declared that the government has been a s tonished because the Quebecois 'en masse' have not
condemned with the last of their energies, the action
of the FLQ. The att'tiide of Quebec and of the Quebecois startled the Ottawa government who became
frightened. Pierre Elliot Trudeau made people afraid
and he wanted to make them afraid. In fact, he was

terrifying, for mere than one good reason. After the
violence of the Army and the soldiers, a lie was
born. Very sweetly, as if in confidence, Trudeau
told the population that the next victims of the
terrorists could be a "director at a calsse pcpulalre
(credit union), a farmer or a child,' and even "you
and me.' But it is clear the FLQ does not threaten
the population at random. It threatens as It said
Itself, the representative of the forces who control
Quobec..
And It Is those same forces who control our economic policy in America. Ask a worker how he likes
Inflation, how he likes Job Insecurity, how he likes
unemployment, and the prospect of wage freezes.
Docs It seem strange that Washington looks to the
worker to corroct Inflation by putting him on the
streets when price freezes would seem more r a tional? But then, the Rockefellers, the Mellons, the
DuFonts, the Fords are not about to cut Into their
profits for the common good of all in this nation.
No, these families will not. You see, these people
are not Americans, but Corporates. And the Interest
of the corporates coines over the rest of us.
As the war-economy in America becomes shakier
(we have really never come out of the depression
of the 1930s, and the "hot and cold" wars have fed
false growth Into the nation), so Is Canada's econoin>, If not more so, especially In volatile Quebec,
where employment Is high (31 per cent of Canadians
who are out of work live in Quebec). The economic
unstabllity of both countries have surfaced—labor
strikes, worker unrest, and growing militancy. The
responsiveness of the democratic process is being
questioned by the public more so every day. Ant'
both governments know this—only the Thrudeau government has done something about It.
The enacted War Measures Act (all civil liberties

are banned and on the spot a r r e s t for Indefinite
periods of time) Is the opportunity tor the Ottawa
government to rid the country in one big sweep, of
the radical agitating elements, who pose a threat
to making the peculation aware that things are not
what they should be.
Unemployment In British Columbia Is 10 per cent
these days, and Prime Minister Bennett Is trying
to outlaw strikes by workers who have utterly no
control over their working conditions.
In the Atlantic provinces the fishermen a r e being
robbed dally by big companies that refuse to allow
them to watch as their catches are weighed In.
Women are discriminated against almost everywhere because they a r e women. They have no rights
to control their own bodies, and they are paid on
a much lower scale than men In most a r e a s .
And the Indians and Eskimos, from whom Canada
took the land In the f i r s t place and whom the government is trying to forcibly assimilate Into white
society, what about their poverty and oppression?
It is clear that democracy means one thing tor the
the government and another for the majority of the
people who have had their rip'
taken from them
by the brute force of an econoii— system which they
are powerless to change. These are the people who
are beginning to rise up—like the FLQ—to demand
their basic rights—the power to control their own
lives.
And so the question facing America, as Is faced
In Canada, is not the threat of terrorism, but the
threat of the workers becoming actively militant
In the face of rising unemployment and Inequality,
In an economic system where the rich get rlclier
and the poor that much poorer. The escape for
both governments Is the banner of "law and o r d e r , "
and the scapegoats are the radicals. It Is only a
matter at time before the corporate leaders of
our country decide in Washington that the time has
come to "preserve American freedom and democracy."

Golding To Hold Open Meeting Nov. 9
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to the editor
Nickname's Embarrassing
To Che Editor,
tftaiM on you, " a w a r e " WSU students. Although
you M e n d the equality of all peoples, you name
yourselves the " H a i d e r s . " Dont you read the newspapers anymore? The Raiders happen to be the
fastest growing vigilante group In the South.
Other white supremlst groups (KKK, American
Nazi Party, e t c j look pale in comparison. The
Raiders' latest batch of terrorist exploits make the
weather rr.iii look like Boy Scouts.
We would never pick the name WSU "Klansinen,"
but in a few more years the " R a i d e r s " will be
equally infamous. A new name is in order, before
things get really embarrassing.
Randy Chase

Listen And Think
To the Editor,
Concerning the controversy over the Black Cultural Resources Center, I lave one suggestion for
white students who object on the grounds of " R e verse Racism." If you can get the energy together
to do something liesldes criticize, go get the album
"On the Light Side, Dark Side" by Dick Gregory
and listen to It. Your next step, which Is the difficult
part, Is to then THINK about what you just heard.
Hopefully, you'll be able to understand a little about
why the Wright State Black students have been forced
to demand a share In the "Campus Culture" around
here.
As far as white students feeling uncomfortable
in the Cfnter, I bet tliat If I visit there, i'll be made
to feel a lot more uncomfortable by my dear protective white male counterpart than by any C.A.B.U.
member.
Christina Scluv.'ider

Unity Foremost
Dear Editor:
It is my opinion as a Black student at W.S.U. tliat
Black unity should be first and foremost In the minds
of all Black people. This Includes unity both on campus
as well as In society.
The Black Cultural Resources Center serves as a
physical representation of this unity. For this r e a son, I must whole-heartedly endorse the demands
Issued by C.A.B.U. to obtain the Center. The main
purpose of the Center Is to provide a place to seek
the history of the Black man and his contributions
to America in a variety of fields. It Is the goal of
the Center to instill an awareness of this fact in
all races within this society. It can be readily a s sumed that anyone who feels the need to repudiate
the necessity of such a center must obviously be
trying to protect some hidden feeling of Insecurity
or fear of being thrown into the shade.
I was at first Incensed by Mr. Boyd's expression
of opinion until I realized that he, like so many
others, has been thoroughly permeated with the
old white American tradition of supremacy and
superiority. I attack and abhor the tradition that
allows a person to feel tliat another must "strive
for acceptance" because they are In the minority.
Black pecple lave never asked for acceptance based
on tho Census Report but rattier we lave demanded
It because we are members of the human race.
I personally am saddened by a society tliat feeds
its sick complexes of superiority by offldlouslv trying to help "Indigents," even though It seems tliat
taAmeric^hl^^gresentl^i^o|uej^^^^^^^^^
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I must agree with Mr. Boyd In his statement that
all minorities have not asked for separate cultural
centers even though they too have been persecuted.
But one has to agree that the polish, Irish, and
Jewish are all white. White skin and anglicized names
seem to be the key factors for acceptance or " a s similation" in White society. However, we as Black
Americans, to quote Lloyd T. Deluney (a noted
author), must avoid this because such striving would
be merely imitative of a sick model. For a classic
example of this sick model we need look no further
than Mr. Douglas Boyd who lias the audacity to label
an entire group of people as being "Irrational."
I wonder, upon what and whose criteria Is this rash
generalization based?
Mr. Boyd's disapproval of Black separatism was
not only typical, but very amusing. America has
utilized separatism for hundreds of y e a r s . The
Indian was separated from Ills land and pushed onto
reservations. There have been and still are places
where Black people are not welcomed, although they
too " p a y " taxes. Nobody seems to care about separate
schools or separate housing for Blacks, but voluntary
separatism seems to be a thorn in America's side.
If Mr. Boyd Is truly concerned about separatism,
why does he not move to West Third Street In
Dayton? Tliat could be a " r e a l " step toward integration as well as "assimilation and cooperation."
It occurred to me tliat Mr. Boyd's second article
cleverly neglected to comment upon the extremely
factual ajid concrete statements written by Anna
and Mr. Crowe, but utilized just about all available
space to editorialize on such trivia as organization,
emotionalism, etc. However, congratulations are in
order for Mr. Boyd, for it was he and he alone
who forced attention on the Black Cultural Resources
Center and C.A.B.U. (the Black element on campus).
This attention lias, I am sure, prompted thought concerning the relevance of such facilities on campus.
Perhaps these facilities will now be regarded with
more dignity by Blacks and Whites alike.
Mr. Frank L. Brady
another Intellectual reincarnation of a ghetto Black

McGratv Volunteers
To the editor:
One among many shortcomings of our generation
Is the Inability to think in a logical manner. It Is
the accepted thing nowadays toact on emotion generated
by Ideological desires and to proceed along lines
tliat are inconsistent and absurd. For example, some
who attend a university which was established as an
INSTITUTION OF LEARNING think it their right
to use such an institution to order to proliferate
THEIR political ideology. This is ridiculous. A
university Is not a "community" (at least tills one
Is not) that needs political representation; it Is
an INSTITUTION OF LEARNING where people from
al! walks of life come to receive an education—not
to be "represented" by a bunch of bearded-wonders
who, after 6000 years of war, are stupid enough to
think they have the answer to man's problems.
Another example of the illogical thought of this
generation Is what is being constructed In the west
wing of Millet hall—A BLACK RESOURCES AND
CULTURAL CENTER. This, my dear friends (black
and white—green or purple) Is racial discrimination.
And all the Ignorance of past (and present) generations does not justify It one bit. Regardless of all
the exploitation of the black (and there have been
ethnic groups who have suffered greater persecution
tlian liave black Americans and I might add who have
borne their burden better, i.e., the Jew) slate sponsored
racism Is unjustifiable. What I want to know, If indeed
such a Black Center Is to be set up, where will the
Jewish, the Indian, the Chinese and the Irish centers
be located? I'm certain that the establishment of a
Jewish Center would bring immediate condemnation
as being an expression of Zionism. Such an accusation
would be warranted.
I realize that for what I liave just written, I will
be called everything from pig to a prejudiced bigot.
I reallv do not care because If ou« thing I »'m not
(on this particular matter), It Is prejudiced. A " p r e judiced" person Is one who condemns something
before judging It closely; I have judged the situation
and I think It stinks. It really doesn't matter what
we are called, does It? It matters what we are.
A few more gripes—I noticed In the October 28
edition of ttie GUARDIAN (what are you guarding
besides your opinion and reputation?) The usual
" e a r n e s t " cry for staff members. I would like
to comment on that. Last year I wrote for the
GUARDIAN or. several occasions In the column
"Religion Corner." » offered my services, so to
ttpeak. The result was thai I was SLANDERED—
not criticized. That I did not mind too much. What
yW M M Q I n v

I did mind was the two-faced way that the GUARDIAN
handled the matter. I was lied to by the editor on
several occasions, and I was eventually suppressed.
I was definitely oppressed and since, as Miss Dagley
has said, "all oppressed people deserve every advantage," I am going to once again offer my services.
I will submit an article to the GUARDIAN wlthi>^^^_
a week or so and then we'll see If all this l d e a l i s t M ^ ^ r
claptrap about "human rights", "freedom of expression," is more than what is continually turns out to
be—A BUNCH OF BUNK! (Actually my articles should
be printed consistently on a bi-weekly basis since,
as the editor once pointed out, there was more
response to Mr. McGraw's articles over five weeks
than the GUARDIAN received over the first five
years of its existence.)
Remember, "must we liave more stupidity?" "We
have to act to make things better." " I do love all
people." And I have a one word commentary on such
grandiloquence—BAHUMBUG! POWER TO THE
STRONG! IF YOU CAN'T JOIN 'EM SHOOT 'EM!
THE TEST OF A CIVILIZATION IS NOT WHETHER
OR NOT IS IS "JUST" BUT WHETHER OR NOT IT
SURVIVES! SUPPRESS THE WEAK! FLUNK THE
STUPID! TO BLAZES WITH LIBERTY! (I'm bidding,
of course. Sure I am.) PIGS IS BEAUTIFUL!
John McGraw
President, Students for
Corrupt Administration (HEE-HAW)

Dear John:
In lesponse to your offering your services as a
staff member, as always you may write letters to the
editor like the one above. As for staff, I have plenty
of people who feel all 1 need is their opinion. The
staff I need is to cover stories, often time." boring
and time consuming. I tv ~e plenty of opinions of my
own and plenty of otlier people who feel everyone
needs to hear them. You and any other WSU student
who wants to come and earnestly write are welcome
to the office. However, as long as I have a limited
staff, I will continue to conduct the paper as I see
fit as editor. Since I'm on the soap fces I wo-^jd like
to nip a rumor in the bud. I do not or have I ever
edited a letter to the editor although it Is my right
as editor to do so. Anyone who doubts my word may
come to the office and compare die original letter
submitted to me with the way it appeared in the paper.
If any student starts a rumor or'hears one concerning
the Guardian, please contact me and I will straighten
it out.
Ann Bowers
Editor

Calendar
g THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5
ALL DAY - Official Wrlglit State Ring Day, Class
S
Rtni Display In Main Lobby, University C e n t e r . ^ }
:? 0:30 am - 12 noon - Board of Trustees' Meeting, fi
::
.%
Lower Hearth Lounge, University Center.
::
g: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER C
3
:?
- 4 pin - Intramural Department Sports officials ji
Meeting, Conference Room 2, University Center. :¥
3:30 pm - Mathematics Colloquium: Guest Speaker: it
S
Professor S. K. Jain (Ohio U., Athens, O.), Ttplc: 8
>:•
"Algebras Satisfying Polynomial . untitles,'-- Room 5:
472, Fawcett Hall.
:§
4
P»> - Chemistry Colloquium Series: Guest Speaker; £
g
Dr. James A. Ward (Union Carbide Co.), Topic: |
::j:
"The Radiation Chemistry of Poly (ethylene oxide) ji;:
Solutions," Room 202, Oelman Hall.
?•:
S 9 pm - 1 am - "Grapevine Coffee House," Lower
Hearth Lounge, University Center.
%
g SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
«
10:30 am - Soccer Game, Ohio Wesleyan, There.
S
:•!; SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8
jij 1 " 6 P"' - Kappa Delta Chi Meeting, Conference
Rooms 1 and 2, University Center.
S C - 9 pm - Sigma Tau Epsllon Meeting, Conference
:j:
Rooms 1 and 2, University Center.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9
x 3 pm - Wrestling Club Meeting, Conference Room 1,
•i
University Center.
!ji 12:30 pm - President Goldlng»s Open Meeting With
|
Students, Upper Hearth Lounge, Student Center.
ij: MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23
g 3:30 pm - Fall Meeting of the General Faculty,
Oelman Auditorium. ••Please mark your calendar.
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the doctor's bag

Wright^Aclioi^

cino coital*

Vrma Service
A d * M * M m to Dr. AnoM W w w , BOB «74,
Eaat Lanatac, Michigan 4M23.
A

QUESTION: My wife and I have been married for
si* months. We irnrt at a junior college and moved
to a university so that 1 could complete my four
year degree. She has refused to go out among my
college friends and whenever 1 make any kind at
social engagement, she gets physically ill.
Now ahe admits that she feels inferior to students
who can earn a four year degree. She is very sensitive to anything I do or say when we are out and
the slightest thing seems to embarrass her or
humiliate her. Lately, she wants to go home every
weekend. She has bad dreams and c a n t sleep at
night. We are snapping at each other constantly and
have had several fights.
Pve f.ied not to mention that 1 feel Isolated from
my friends at school, but no social life whatsoever
just Isn't natural to me. How can I make her feel
less Inferior and ho*- can I make her realize that
everyone i s n t looking down on her? Do you think
slie needs professional help? Should I force her into
social situations? She was never like this back at
the junior college.
ANSWER: Two situations in life that are more
stressful than most people recognize are marriage
and moving. Often, one or both partners are completely unprepared for the degree of adjustment
that Is necessary with marriage. Surprisingly, this
Is often the case even with couples who have lived
together for a while before marriage. Moving, whether
It Is away from home to a college campus or from
one city to another. Is an additional s t r e s s which
may be accompanied by the development U symptoms
of depression and feelings of uncertainty. Usually
these feellKgs are of short duration.
The slf.iatlon that you desclrbe Is a complicated
one and will require considerable sensitivity on
your part. It sounds as If your wife Is In a situation
which Is more difficult and stressful than anything
she has been prepared for. In such a case, a person
can feel completely overwhelmed and Inadequate and
become seriously depressed. A depressed person
may behave In a way that disrupts relationships
with those closest to them.
It Is possible and perhaps even likely there were
warning signs of your wife's discomfort that you
overlooked. As well, she currently finds herself
faced with your success In an area where she has
doubts. For you to push her Into situations she
cannot handle would only make the matter worse.
It would be helpful for you to Indicate to your wife
that you recognize her distress and feel distressed
yourself.
Professional help Is strongly recommended. But,
I think It would be necessary for the two of you to
seek this help together. Unless both members of a
partnership come to understand each other's needs,
continual tough sledlng can result. You will have to
be careful In not making her feel accused by the
suggestion that you both seek help. I suggest that
you contact your campus mental health facility or a
family service agency In the community where you live.

BY K HARKS

retrograde fashion Into the bladder producing orgasm
without ejaculation. The ejaculatory experience has
no counterpart In the woman.
Ejaculation occurs In two stages, the f i r s t Involving
Internal transportation erf the semen and the second
Involving the actual expulsion. Once the process Is
underway, It cannot be stopped. Coupled with the fact
that fluid containing sperm cells can be emitted
before ejaculation, It becomes clear why withdrawal
Us such a failure In preventing pregnancy.
There have been a number of questions concerning
ejaculatlc- Including the following excerpt: " I have
been hooked on masturbation for the past six years.
Will such extended ejaculations endanger my potency?"
Among the old wlve's tales (or is it old husband's
tales?) concerning male orgasm Is the one that
states that repeated ejaculation from intercourse
or masturbation will endanger one's health. Such
stories a r e not based on fact.

Dayton College
Bookstore
114 West 5th St
FREE PARKING
AMERICAN BARTENDRY
SCHOOL
Become a Mixologist
Men or Women
Placement Assistants
Student Discount
Ray Ulliner
233-9785

Why l s n t the Professor Sfcotligtt In the GUARDIAN
anymore? I felt that It was the most Interesting feature
In the entire paper; I would especially like to see
the article dctie on Dr. Prem Batra, Dr. James
Hughes, and Mr. Harvey WacMelU
V. F.
The problem Is an old one from last year. These
articles take a goodly amount of skill along with time
to keep them interesting. As at yet, there Is no one
that wants to do the Job. The GUARDIAN Is trying
to continue the feature but It may some time.
What were the mfen on the scaffolding doing to
Millett Hall?
P. R.
The men were spraying a waterproofing silicone
solution onto the bricks to keep water from seeping
through the masonry.
There Is a screw missing from the metal strip
on the bottom step outside the foyer betv-een the
cafeteria and Allyn Hall on the side toward the Quad.
The strip Is loose and could cause a fall.
Maintenance has been notified of the hazard and
will replace the screw.

Wright Action Is a service of the GUARDIAN. To
address a question to Wright Action, write to
Wright Action
c / o GUARDIAN /CAMPUS MAIL
And drop either In the mailbox In the Dean of Students
office or In the basement of Allyn llall.

Now! Fifth Wild Week!

QUESTION: Is orgasm synonymous with ejaculation
in the male or can he have an ejaculation without
actually having an orgasm?
ANSWER: Ejaculation Is the culmination of the
male orgastic experience. Even In situations of
premature ejaculation or ejaculation with a partially
erect penis, orgasm occurs. There are r a r e circumstances In which the semen takes a wrong turn
in the home stretch and ejaculation occurs In a

I
Trade In
|
| Your High School Ring
I As Your Deposit On Your New

| Wright State Class Ring
created by
On this special Ring
Day, J o h n Roberts
wlU accept your old
high school ring as
deposit for your new
WSU official ring. A
credit of $7.50 will
be given for a men's
style high school ring
$5.00 for a lady's
h i g h s c h o o l ring.
Save money! Trade
In your high school
ring now!

Weekdays
7:20 4 9-40
This week only
Sat & Sun
at 2:00-4:04-6:00-8:05-10:10

RING DAY
Novt.ntur 5, 1970
10 am to 3 pm
University Center

T h « College Insurance P l a n
eb/tectaf/y fob //te c(oc//epe tsMan

f

fc AMERC
I AN
T
GENERAL
LIFE

DANNY J CATCHING
Income Protection
(LISTED OK NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE)
Medical Expense
607 WATERVLIET
Family Plans

- 253-4188 -

Bruce Rotte, J o h n
Roberts College
Specialist, w i l l be
h e r e to help you
select your ring.

TRADE-IN GOOD
ON RING DAY ONLY!

[Wright State
JOHNH CARLS
Group
Pensions
~ife Insurance

THE C A P . IS AVAILABLE ON ALL CAMPtBE8 THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

University Bookstore
Lower Level, University Center
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fhe
Oct«b«f 77, | * 7 0

hornet
Delaware Stat* Coll*ae

Val. XXV. I . . M |H

SGA advisor
wants censorship
President of SGA, Aron Watson, Editor oI "the hornet,"
Tony Bur ley, and Reverend Rudolph Coleman discussed the future of ''the hornet" in campus
life October 20 in the facultydlnbig room.
According to Reverend Coleman "the hornet" should be put
under SGA control because, "the
Hornet" it Is a feature, not a
parent. The SGA represents this
campus and givescredabilityfor
other organixatlons to function."
Re-organlsation of the paper
came in 1968 after the budget

Student Government
Association give
THE HORNET hell,
sure sounds familiar!

was expanded which allowed for
growth. Since 1964 "the hornet"
has become a vital part of the
college. It is open to all news
pertaining to campus life and activities.
Both Reverend Coleman and
Watson claimed "the hornet,"
in Its first two Issues had not
covered the SGA office sufficiently. They said SGA should have
priority and "the hornet" had
failed to give them this.
In campus' across the country
many papers are undergoing the
hassle of censorship, but "the
hornet" editor, Burley, emphatically states he, "willnot put
up with any type of censorship or
control."
"The only reasoc tbe SGA is
not covered exclusively is because we don't have the personnel to enable us to do it. And
with the apathy of students on
campus wanting to write only if
paid there is a lack o' tver all
. coverage," be said.
As the meeting broke •jp, with
. only cne SGA atfrisor present,
an understanding of better communication between the SGA
office and the hornet office had
been established: The SGA creating a press release form which
will keep "the hornet" informed
of all pertinent news from their
office.

Become Involved
Help the Retarded
What do you know about retarded children? Do
you know how to find out about getting involved
with them? That Is, to teach and train them how to
be productive people In the future? If you don't
know the answers to these questions, how about
getting In touch with the following non-discrlminary
and non-profit organliatlon. It is the West Dayton
Cornell for Retarded Children, c/o Rev. Donald
Thompson, Westwocd Lutheran Church, 3011 Oakridge Ave. Phone 268-2286 or at the Charles Drew
Center, 224-3929.
If he Is not In, leave a message with your name,
address, phone number, also the best time to be
gotten hold of.
Are you interested in getting into teaching or
social work field? This Is an excellent chance to
get practical experience.
THEN BECOME INVOLVED, VOU ARE NEEDED
NOWI

NEWS BRE
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Discount For Gems Games

Any student, staff or faculty member currently at
Wright State Is entitled to a 91 discount an tickets
for Dayton Gems Hockey games if he pr—ents a
WSU I D card. The I D card mast be validated for
the current quarter. The discount can be used lor
cue or two tickets, pi-iced $2.50, $3, or $3.50, at any
of the regularly scheduled home games of the 1970-71
season. To get the tickets, the individual should call
the arena ticket office at 278-4776 and order the
tickets he wants. He may then pick up the tickets the
day of the game. They insist that tickets being bought
with an I D card be picked up the day of the game so
that the I D cards will not be passed around.
The Dean of Students office has pocket schedules
that give the dates of the home games and a seating
chart. There will also be posters located around
the university that lift the home games and there
will be information sheets which give the Dean's
office extension, (391) as the number to call for
information.
In addition to the discount, Mr. Tom Kempton, the
public relations director of the Dayton Gems, has a
short talk prepared as well as a film on the game of
hockey. If any group or club at WSU Is Interested In
learning more about the game, they can call Mr.
Kempton at 278-7991 and make the arrangements
for him to come and speak to their group.

Environmental Lecture
The newly-established Office of Environmental Studies at Wright State University will hold the first cf
a series of lectures on the environment this week.
Dr. David J. Barr of the Civil Engineering Department of the University of Cincinnati, will speak on
•"Remote Sensory Methods for Environmental Quality
Data Collection," on Nov. 5 at 2;30 p.m. in Room 103,
Oelman Hall.
Dr. Barr's subject deals with the use of aerial
techniques and Infra-red imagery to collect data
concerning such problems as thermal pollution.
The lecture is co-sponsored by the Engineering
and Geology Departments. All the lectures in the series
are free and open to the public.
The Office of Environmental Studies was established
this year under the Department of Geology. Dr. Ronald G. Schmidt, Associate Professor of Environmental
Science and Geology, directs the program.

New Real Estate Course Offered
Housewives, looking for a sideline to keep you
busy? Dissatisfied with you present job, men?
Wright State University's newest Continuing Education course may be what you're looking for.
"An Introduction to Appraising Real Property"
will be (rffered to the first eighty persons accepted
Into the course, which starts November 6. Enrollment
In the course Is open, to all and membership In a real
estate organization is not required.
The course is a condensed study of an>raising
real property and It provides eq>ceure to principles
and technlcyies of real property valuation. There
will be special emphasis on aU aspects of residential
properties.
"Appraising Real Property" will run for five
consecutive Fridays and Saturdays. Each day will
contain a morning and afternoon lecture session.
This arrangement Is especially convenient for those
who want to study appraising real property without
leaving their business or family for two full weeks.
Edward L. White, an independent fee appraiser
whose offlca Is located in Indianapolis, will Instruct
the session. Mr. White, a member of the Society

Fint NriM Bart

of Real Estate Appraisers, has a M " " " i reputation
as a teacher and lecturer for the Society. He Is
vice-chairman of the Society's Admission Committee
and Is also District Governor. Assisting him will
be the Dayton SRA.
Cost for the five-week course Is $125, and includes
all lectures, reference and study materials and examination. Candidates who desire credit toward the
SRA must be affllate members of the Society. No
college credit will be given from Wright
For additional Information, write or call
E. Stout, Education Chairman, 4444 N. Main I
Dayton (276-5235J
All former Sinclair students In the Division of
Business Administration who lave enrolled since
July l, 1970 are urged to attead the a n t meeting
of the Business Division. This meeting will be
Tuesday, November 10, In rooa a t Millet. R is
very important that all concerned make every effort
to be there. B you cant come < aU Jim Cayle at
299-2311 or Stove Lowrey »t c t - lt>18.

MINMCK'S
1226 Linden Ave

F A I R M I t M . OHIO

Member
Federal Reserve
System

Member Federal
Deposit Insurance
Corporation

P h e n e 87H-HH8I

Group: LeRoy
Jazz Rock
Wednesday 9 pm-12 midnight
Friday and Saturday 9 pm-2 am
4
Guys—2i
!
Girls—18
$1.00 Cover Charge

1

SABER
SPEAKS
OUT!

WHEN - Thursday, Nov i t , 1970
UhOO-ljOO
WHERE - "THE QUAD"
WHY - To provide for Christian
students an active voice on
campus.
Sponsored by SABER Student AlUance^fcc Btohc^ Battena^sn^.

50 DAYS 'TIL
CHRISTMAS!
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*Freedom with Responsibility

Ruggieri, Discusses Rules, Lifestyles In Dorm
Wright Stale's new residence hall has become a
subject of interest since it opened In September,
with Ua liberal rules and regulations and an untwined dorm government. In response to Inquiries,
the GUARDIAN posed several questions to the Director of Rosldence, Assistant Dean of Students
Larry Ruggieii:
QUESTION: In Just one month, the dorm l a s
gained a reputation for Its liberal rules and rumors
of wild goings-on. What do you think about thlsANSWER: I think the rumors are providing a
source of great vicarious pleasure to those who
spread them. I also think that, In most cases, they
have very little correlation *tth reality. Last week
I heard from student? who consider themselves
••very reliable sources" on this campus that there
is a mono epidemic in the dorm. The b e t Is Wat
we tad one resident wtth mono. This week I beard
a rumor «f a girl who was throws out of a seccnd
story window. The basis cf the rumor was a gtrl
who accidentally walked through a class door on
the first floor.
QUESTION: Well, if the dorm is different from
what the rumors Indicate, hew would you characterise I f
ANSWER; We have 245 residents and it's hard
to generalize. Not all of them a r e tood students aid
oct all cf them a r e Interested In campus activities.
Not all cf them a r e politically liberal and not a n
of them like rock music. That's exactly the point
of a residence hall. We have 245 people of different
backgrounds, with different values, and they are
living d o e e enough together to learn something from
each other.
QUESTION: How Is the dorm different from other
dorms?
ANSWER: I s u p f j s e I think of a "typical" dorm
today as the kind of place you'U find at Ohio State,
where 2,000 students are stacked up in towers in
four square feet of space each. Our dorm Is smaller,
and more personal. It's reasonably designed for human
beings. Apart from that, It has what you've called
••liberal" rules, which means that the residents
aren't treated as kids, they're expected to behave
as maiure adults.
QUESTION: Are the students in our dorm "typical"
of students In most dorms?

PREGNANT

YOUR PROBLEM IS OUR PROBLEM
For Information and Council
CALL
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ANYTIME
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ANSWER: Dorms vary Just as colleges and universities vary. Most of our residents are from the
Dayton area, which means they have family ties that
are closer than thoso of students who go across the
country to school for four years. Many of them are
paying for their education, through part-time work
or financial aid. We have about 25 physically handicapped students and about 30 black students and these
peq>le have had considerably more b a r r i e r s to overcome to get a college education than the average
student. All in all, I think we have a group of people
who can learn a lot from rate another.
QUESTION: What do you mean, "learn from one
another?"
ATSWEK: It's farcical to think thai a college
educatics consists solely in going to class. If a
student is still living at boste aid hanging arowd
with the same crowd a s he did in high school, he's
limited in what be b m s about the worU araaid
tin.. In a residence hall, he's eqmsvd to people who
have different values ard different backgrounds, and
through tbem be can begin to examine his own in a
broader light.
QUESTION: What about drugs in the dorm?
ANSWER: I would say this: B you randomly s e lected 245 students on any university campus today
and asked them if they had any experience with drugs,
a certain percentage of them would say they had.
And I think the same is t-ue in this dormitory. As
to the dorm being a place where you can get "high"
by walking down the corridor, you can attribute
that notion to some creative Imaginations. The university doesn't sanction the use of drugs, either
explicitly or Implicitly. Violators of the drug laws
a r e going to be reported to the police.
QUESTION: Do you think the dorm is more noisy
than mo6t dorms?
ANSWER: Between the Resident Assistants and
myself, we lave accumulated 14 years of residence
hall experience on other campuses. Taking that experience into account, I would say we have a dorm
that Is no more noisy, and no more "wild" than any
other. What Pm saying Is that the student who says,
" P m flunking all my courses because It's too noisy
to study In the d o r m , " is rationalizing. And I'm
saying that this Is a ready excuse on all campuses.
QUESTION: What do you think about the liberal

Dayton Collego
Bookstore
114 West 5th St
FREE PARKING

visitation hours?
ANSWER; I think the university is saying that
young men and women are not preying animals and
that they can study together and have a conversation
together In a private room and that privacy Is a
respectable human value,
QUESTION: Isn't II true that Wright State's dorm
is more permissive than most dorms"
ANSWER; The trend at schools In Ohio Is toward
easing restrictions that were put into effect a hundred
years ago. The slowness of many schools Is due to
bureaucratic red tape. Wright State Is lucky. In
this respect, not to lave a hundred years' tradition
behind it.
QUESTION: Do you think that the permissiveness
we see tola, leads to lax moral stanlanis"
ANSWER: I tl:.jk that most s t j J e c t s know thai
"freedoK."
lespansfiwlity as well as privileges.
B i:.eans, to each student, "I have to consider U*
consequences of what I do, because no one is gwnj:
to think for m e . "

Dorm Hours Extended
In its first actions, the nea dorm government l a s
voted So extend visitation hours on the men's side
to 24 hours daily. In £ referendum the women's
side voted to extend women's hours mrtil 11 pm on
the weekdays and to open weekends from 11 am
Friday until 12 midnight Sunday. In other action the
government passed rules concerning conduct In the
main lounge and appointed committees to write a
constitution for the dorm and to consider dorm rules.

Parents* Day Planned
An upcoming activity In the residence lull Is a
Parents Day planned for this comLig Sunday from
3 to 5 pm. Parents of all the r e s e n t s have been
invited to come and see the dorm In Its functioning
condition. The members of the dorm government
and the RAs will be on hand to chat, as will Larry
Ruggieri, Director of the Residence Hall. It Is hoped
the open house will give parents a better acqualntence
with the dorm and its living conditions. Parents Save
also been invited to stay at 5 p.m. and try one of
the dorm dinners.

Beaver Vu Bowl
3072 Dellbrook-FalrfleVd Rd
OPEN BOWLING
This coupon good for
FREE SHOE RENTAL
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Black News

African Studies Group Meet In Boston

The African Studies Association (ASA) held Its
annual meeting In Boston, Oct. 21-25. Two Afrlcanists
from Wright State University were present for what
may well liave been the inost important session of
the Association's history. They were: .\lrs. Yvonne
Reed Chappelle, Director of the Black Cultural Resources Center, and Mr. Kantl Kotecha, Political
Science Department.
The decision by the ASA membership to consciously recognize that scholarship must carry with
it a commitment to the advancement of humanity,
was a historic declslor in the annals of scholarly
organizations. This Issue had first been raised at
the annual meeting of October 1969, held at Montreal,
Canada. At that meeting, Black scholars of Africa,
the Caribbean, and the United States refused to permit business as usual until the organization heard,
registered, and made arrangements to deal with
their questions.
The Black caucus at Montreal was concerned by
the Implications of the fact that, in 19C9:
1) ASA did not take political stands on basic,
moral Issues affecting African people. There were
no positions on apartheid, UDI in Rhodesia, the
giving of arms to governments that were using
arms to conduct warfare In Africa, and so forth.
2) ASA policy was decided by a small group of the
membership who held "fellowship" status, and "fellowship" status was awarded by a Board of Directors elected by "fellows." Very few Black people
were "follows" of the Association. This meant that

CSU Center Now Open
An Afro-American Cultural Center opened this
week at Cleveland State University under the direction
of Dr. Edward
Isibor. A group of twelve students
and staff lnterei -i In the Black Cultural Resources
Center here drove to Cleveland to participate in the
activities of Thursday, October 29.
The group heard an address by Mr. Heyward
llenry, lecturer in BlackStudies at Harvard University
and head of the Congress of African Peoples. They
also toured the Center, which features a library
and exhibitions and display of art by Africans and
Afro- Americans. Mrs. Evelyn P. Mitchell, coordinator of Hie art show for the opening, graciously
agreed to sell a painting to the WSU Center. The
palntlnc was one she liad originally Intended not
to sell. "It is much too powerful to hang In someone's living room," she said. "It should be in a
Center whore it can lie seen by many people."
The painting, an oil entitled "Victim," depicts
a Black baby, deformed by malnutrition, crouching
alone. Illuminated in a blaze of light Uiat could
well be the slare of rocket*.
Attending the opening from WSU wore: Dr. Anne
Shearer, Assistant Dean of Students, Mrs. Betty
Thomas, Staff Assistant, Financial Aid office, Mrs.
Yvonne Chappelle, Director of the Black Cultural
Resources Center, Mrs. Larry Crowe, Mr. John
Hampton, Mr. Hoe Hefflin, Mr. Walter McKinney,
Miss Linda Moody, Mr. Reginald Williams, Mr.
Walter Williams, Miss Connie Woodruff and Miss
Carolyn Wrloht.

CABU News Briefs
C.A.B.U. students and advisors visit Cleveland
State University Oct. 29 for the official opening of
their black Cultural Center. Hlfiillghted by Black
art v.ork and scrup, the students ilso liad a cliance
to listen to numerous speakers. The trip helped to
develop belter understanding of a resource center
and create better Ideas.
The Resource Center will have its official opening
and dedication In Mid-January. According to Miss
Chappele the official opening will I . ve iuest speakers
and a number of dedications.

the people deciding the policies (and noc-policies)
of the organization, deciding who were the "recognizes" scholars on Africa, deciding what research
relating to Africa was important and which research
proposals were funded, these people were mostly
non-African and non-Black scholars.
During the year since the Montreal conference,
ASA liad stumbled along In confusion as it tried to
avoid gripping directly with the problems raised
there. Many members of the Black caucus had banned
together to form an African Heritage Studies Association (A11SA) founded on the premises that:
1) Scholarship does not exist in a vacuum, ergo,
scholarly organizations must take political stands;
2) Black people should have at least equivalent
access to broad policy making power In any scholarly
organization designed for the study of Black people.
The ASA responded to the demands of the Black
caucus and the ASA by eliminating the category ot
membership entitled "fellowship." All members were
given full voting rights In the ASA. However, the
question of to what extent Black people would be
permitted a role In the policy making of the organization was less easy to grapple with. Measures
proposed at Montreal were rejected by the majority
of the membership, and alternate proposals failed
to meet the real Issues.
The tension at the meeting In Boston must be
viewed against the backdrop of events following the
Montreal meeting. The issues raised In Montreal
were revived at the first panel session when Board
member elect. Dr. Willard Johnson, announced that

Committee Seeks Black Faculty
Problem: How to make a university more "universal."
Concern over lack of black applicants for teaching
positions at Wright State University has prompted
action by the Liberal Arts Division here.
Staiting this quarter, the Division will set up a
permanent Committee on the Hiring of Black Faculty.
The committee's purpose will be toputthedepartment
chairmen who Interview prospective faculty members
In contact with qualified black applicants.
A proposal was placed before the Liberal Arts
Council last September that the committee consist
of-three department chairmen In the Liberal Arts
Division, plus additional faculty and student memb e r s . The committee will report to the Division
at the end of each quarter.
The Idea for the permanent committee grew out
of a series of discussions by a group formed last
May by the Council. The Informal group prcposed
the permanent committee In the hopes that a raciallybalanced faculty will be the end result.
Why the emphasis on racial balance?
The Liberal Arts Division points to tlie Official

Thinking

P a n t h e r Convention

Statement of Purpose for Wright State University,
which says "the maintenance of a free and cosmopolitan environment" Is essential for the achievement
of Wright State's educational goals.
The division claims that additional black faculty
members will contribute special points of view to
the university, and that without black teachers, the
university's service to an Important area of Its
regional csKaK will be limited.
In the future at Wright State, active efforts will
be made to bring In black personnel. One contact
for black faculty members Is MARC, the Metropolitan
Applied Research Corporation, a non-profit organization established for the purpose of finding qualified
blacks for available positions.
Other means which have been discussed are tlie
hiring of black Dayton area residents for part-time
faculty positions and the exchange of faculty members
with black members from nearby institutions.

About Blackness

Every time you eat a potato chip, bite Into an
Ice cream cone, play a round of golf or stop at a
traffic light, you are benefiting from a small portion
of the rich heritage of Black science and Invention.
The potato chip was Uie creation of a Saratoga
chef, llyram S. Thomas, the Invention of Ice cream
is credited to a Phlladelpliia confectioner, Augustus
Jackson; George F. Grant was the man who gave
tlie world the golf tee; and Garrett A. Morgen was
responsible for the traffic light.
Potato chips, ice cream, golf tees, and traffic
lights are only some erf the more common Black
inventions. A government study listed more than a
thousand patents held by black Inventors in 1900.
The list included such things as a rotary engine,
a lawn mower, the original player piano, an electric
lamp, a f o u t , t a i n pen, and a t e l e p h o n e system.

C.A.B.U meetings are held everv Wednesday, 3:00
girls dorm, 3rd l o o r . We're askin all black people
to attend, issues of Importance ill lie discussed.

The Black Panther Party lias called for all Black
and progressive people to come •• the Revolutionary
People Constitutional Convention scheduled for Nov.
27-28, 1970 In Washington D.C.
Anyone Interested in attending the Constitutional
Convention should contact the Panther Headquarters,
Dayton, ohlo.
vnthers are also asking for funds to help transport
p w people that a r e unable to attend. Food and
Housing in Washtotftou will be furnished by the
Pauthera.

he would not tax* IUS seat oo tne Board erf Directors
until and unless the ASA agreed to the prtnilpt—
embodied in a resolution which he Jiler pot before
the membership. On Thursday, Board member elect,
Dr. Jotmetta Cole joined Dr. Johnson in this stand.
At the plenary session, members asked the President
to convene an emergency session to permit the
presentation and discussion of the Johnson-Cole
resolution. The emergency session was held, and an
unofficial vote revealed overwhelming support of
the resolution.
The Johnson-Cole resolution was officially p r e sented to the membership for a vote at the Association's business meeting. It was clear from the
discussion of the resolution that those members
who were not supporting it were not opposed to the
principles it embodied, but rather to what they saw
a s problems that might arise frcm the wording ot
the resolution. A basic change in the Association
seemed destined to occur, whichever way the vote
went on the resolution. In the end, the Johnson-Cole
resolution was | a s s e d by a vote of 178-135.
The memberuhlp also passed a resolution p r o moting equal rights for women in African Studies
and a resolution supporting the employees of Polaroid in their demand that the company Invest all p r o fits from Its operations In South Africa in a fund
for South African liberation.
Thus, It appears that the African Studies Association has committed Itself to a recognition of the moral
and Ideological responsibility of the scholar, and
Is determined to act on the basis of that recognition.

KEN SNYDER

EQUITY INVESTMENT AND
LIFE INSURANCE PROGRAM
FOR COLLEGE SENIORS
YOUNG PEOPLE REALIZE THE NEED FOR
EARLY INVESTMENT AND INSURANCE
PLANNING BUT ARE FACED WITH LIMITED RESOURCES. THIS PLAN ENABLES
YOU TO START TODAY INSTEAD OF 5
YEARS IN THE FUTURE.

LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE
293-3161 or
Anyone interested in submitting
a name for the Black Cultural
Resourse Center, please contact
Yvonne Chappelle Romm, 114
Allyn Hall.

Mail Coupon for Additional Information
en Snyd' r , Suite 102
300 S Dixie, Dayton, Ohio 45439
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S.G. T o P u b l i s h Wright Slock N a t i o n
the

GRAPEVINEcoffeehouse

PRESENTS

MUSIC:

Subrata Ghosh on Sitar
Davt Knight on Guitar
and Friend
ALSO J McCRUTCHIN

MOVIES:

LITTLE RASCALS

November 6
Student Center
Bpm-lam
Coffee, Beer, Food
Admission 50C

In September 1969, Abble Hoffman's book "Woodstock Nation" was published. Attacking the system
and government, Hoffman's book created quite a stir.
This November IS, Wright State's own "Wright Stock
Nation" will be published, and may end up In the same
predicament as Hoffman's book.
"Wright Stock Nation" will be about the Wright
Stock Wood Festival, held In October here on campus.
The 8 page tabloid will be put out by the student
government, with Andy Sparaco probably as editor.
Containing 8 pages, WSN will bry to summarize the
events of the week-long concert campout. Sparaco
said It would probably be an "artistic expanse" of
what happened. The 2 outside pages will be pictures:
•

• —

»

" i l l

" V

Trashy Campus
- ' ,,
.
l l f C f l S ( J e a n 111"

the 4 Inside pages will contain observations of UM
concert and more photographs; the center pages '
will be a ' poster, advertising the neat we^k-end
concert In the spring.
Sparaco said the magazine would probably be free
and 3,000 copies would be printed. Publication date
Is Nov. 18.
K "WSN" goes over well, the student government
will continue publishing It bi-monthly. The pnper
would be non-partlslan and would print anything
submitted. Its format will be one of sensationalism
and exposure, and probably will contain direct attacks
on various organizations and people on campus.

J / l V l U l b t l ,

Card Deadline

Near$

After Nov. 10, no more student I. D. cards will be
issued or validated. If you do not have an I. D. or If
you need to have last year's I, D. validated for this
quarter, stop by the Circulation Desk of the Ubrary
as soon as possible. Since the Library now has a
list of paid students, a fee receipt Is no longer
necessary.

WSU students have probably noted many times, that
following each weekend particularly, there are many
beer cans, pop bottles, and every Imaginable type of
paper food container around the parking areas, and
especially In close proximity to the University Cerfter
and Restdenc* Hall. The grounds people are trying
Slavery Reborn in Dorms
to keep the campus locking neat by picking up the
The new dorm government's first fund raising
trash each week. This Is a very difficult task In the
parking lot areas when they are filled with cars. activity takes place Thursday with the first of two
Obviously, the whote job requires a lot of manpower slave auctions. The first one will find the male
residents of the dorm biding to buy the services of
Obviously, the whole Job requires a lot of manpower the female residents for two hours. Next week
positions will be reversed and the female residents
that we can 111 afford.
To try and help the situation, some additional out- will be doing the bidding. The money raised will
door trash receptacles have been ordered and will be help to buy an ice machine tor the dorm. Another
placed In the areas where it is thought they are most upcoming fund raising activity Is a raffle of a date
needed. This is hoped to hefe the present situation to the Three Dog Night Concert. Winner will gat
some.
two $G tickets pins • US dinner.

WSI Sports
Gymnastic Team To Meet
Any male full-time undergraduate student in rood

standtog tela vested In connoting with the Wright
9 M e University Gymnastics Team, please report to
room MS Allyn Han on November 11 at 4:00 p.m.
for a meeting
GYMNASTICS SCHEDULE

•

DM.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

u
»
a

30
6
13
19
20
27
6
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Central Michigan
Kent State
Otdo State
BaU State
Slippery Rock
Eastern Kentucky
Miami
Cincinnati
Case-Western Reserve
League Meet

For further Information: Don Mohr 268 Allyn Hall

Intramural Sports Standings
The totramura! Basketball Free Throw Tournament
may have uncovered a "new" Jerry Wert. Dennis
Ball made an unbelievable 34 shots In 33 attempts.
This may be a record that will never be broken at
W.S.U.
The 60 entrants was also a record breaker for
this contest 1 Listed below are the Individuals who
finished In the first five positions.
NAME

TEAM

Dennis Bell
Larry Schock
Ernie Dollhtte
Dave Kswke
Dave M^Ul
Don Schlosser
Gary Boone
Kelly Lorms

Independent
Mung Brothers
The Bucks
Independent
Independent
Roving Booes
Independent
Independent

SHOTS PLACE
MADE
34
28
26
25
25
2S
24
24

1
2
3
4

»»
H

5

H

In the race for the men's All-St>orts Trophy,
one activity has now been completed—The Free
Throw Contest. The point leaders to date are;
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Mung Brothers
15 points
9 points
The Bucks
6 1/3 points
Roving Bones
5 points
Beta Phi Omega
4 points
Marauders

TOUCH FOOTBALL STANDINGS AS OF 10-23-70
GREEN LEAGUE
1) Captain Crunch
2) Beta Phi Oraefi
3) The Bucks

4} Stfma Tau Epsilon
5) Little Kings
6) F.F.Bt
7) Justice Leacue of America
GOLD LEAGUE
1) Knock Outs
2) Ravine Bones
3) Yesterdays Stars
4) Marauders
3) Bengrals
«) The Left
7} Blind Faith
BLUE LEAGUE
1) Vikings
2) Grav Project
3) Bis Butkus
4) Dorm Hop*n Gators
5) Egors Raiders
6) Freaks
7) Chemistry Dept.
WHITE LEAGUE
1) Right Guard
2) Fire
3) AZA

W L T
5 0 0
3 1 0
2 1 0
2 3 0
1 2 0
1 3 0
0 2 0
W L T
4 0 0
2 0 0
2 1 0
1 0 0
1 2
1 3 0
0 3 0
W L T
4 0 0
2 0 0
2 3 0
1 2 0
1 2 0
1 3 0
0 4 0
W L T
2 0 0
1 1 0
0 2 0

c

PTT

1.000
.750
.667
.400
.333
050
MO
PCT.
1.000
1.000
.667
.500
.333
•250
MO
PCT.
1.000
1.000
.400
.333
433
.250
" .000
PCT.
1.000
.500
.000

WSI Adds Witenberg And Wilmington

Raiders Embarrass Tigers 8-1
BY NICHOLAS E. IPIOTIS
Sports Editor

The rampaging gold and green soccer machine from
Wright State consumed another opponet lari Wednesday. The 1 (alders embarrassed the Tigers 'aom Wlttenburg 8-1 and boosted their season
\rk to 7-1.
The scoring began with the mo6t produ. _.ve Raider
scorer, Omar Aygun, who drilled one into the nets
with 7:12 showing In the first quarter. It was evident
from the ease at which the green and gold machine
was maneuvering through the Tigers that It was to
be a easy victory for Wright State. John Summerlot
came back with another Wright State tally four
minutes later making the score 2-0. Parvlz Khobreh
was then Inserted into the game and managed a goal
with 33 seconds having elapsed since his entrance;
now that's productive soccer. Omar Aygun struck once
again at 18:57 of the second quarter adding his second goal of the day and the Raider's fourth.
With the third quarter clock showing 13:36, and
Wright State dominating play, John Summerlot added
his second goal of the afternoon making It 5-0. At
this point Wlttenburg managed it's only, goal of the
afternoon making the score 5-1. George Simon the.-,
retaliated by booming one Into the nets and the score
advanced to 6-1. Doug Karl electrified the crowd
when lie placed a direct kick from 35 yards out into
the corner of the nets. To finish out the scoring was
Omar Aygun who, if you can recall, began It all. He
placed one in the nets at 19:17 to bring the scoring
to an end with the Raiders taking It 8-1.
Coach Wollner once again played aj> tie reserves
and got good results out of Dave Schwartz, Jerry

Butcher, and Mel Baker. The coach Is pleased with
the performance of the team overall and feels that
there are no problems to be encountered towards
a 10-1 season.

Team Work Shatters Wilmington
The Wright State Raiders traveled to Wilmington
yesterday to face a strong team that had nc* been
beaten In three years on their home field. The last
time they were beaten at home a man named Bella
Wollner was the Coach and the team was Miami.
This time around It was the same coach but a different team—the team being the Wright State Raiders.
The game started with a bang, so to speak, when
Fred Kruezer split the nets from the sidelines with
a shot that electrified the crowd. Wright State having
drawn first blood was Intent on staying In the lead.
A shot was teken by Parvlz Khobreh and the ball
was rolling until it died right at the goal line where
it was booted out by a Wilmington back. The second
quarter of play was hard fought even though there
was no scoring by either side. Wright State had
many more qjportunltles than their opponents. The
half ended with the score at 1-0 In a very hard
fought contest. The Raiders were ready to go again
in the third quarter for they needed security goals
badly. Once again It was Fred Kruezer coming
through for the Raiders with his second goal of the
7jternoon With Just 2;S2 of the third period having
elapsed. The rest of the period was defensive play.,
with Dave Schwartz doing an exceptional job on Wilmington's leading scorer. In the fourth period, Parvlz Khobreh added a goal and John Summerlot headed
one Into the nets. The game ended with Wilmington
scoring a goal In the closing minutes making the

Meet Your Team

BY NICHOLAS E. IPIOTIS
Sports editor

After a week's absence Meet your Team returns to
spotlight three Raiders; Doug Karl, Ed Matties, and
leading scorer Omar Aygun.
Doug Karl Is a transfer student from U.D. who Is a
junior Psychology major. Doug halls from the Dayton
area where tie lias participated In soccer action
since tils sixth grade, CYO soccer experience. Doug
attended Chamlnade High School and was graduated
In 19C8. lie Is one of the newcomers to the Raider
squad and Is usually found catering protection at
fullback for goalie Rado. He Is a fine defensive
player but has on occasion broken through and scored
for the Raiders.
Another key man In the defensive Is Ed Matties
who Is also a newcomer to the squad and Wright State
after attending school In Cleveland. Ed was also
graduated from Chamlnade High School where he was
a
of Doug Karl. He also follows CYO
aoccer, along with participation in the off season In
(be Ohio I - " — Soccer Association. Ed adds much

strength to the Raider's defense and is versatile,
being able to play halfback and fullback well.
A much needed addition to the team was leading
scorer, Omar Aygun who came to us from Istanbul,
Turkey. Omar was bom In Turkey but came to this
country when he was six years old; and stayed until
the fourth grade when he returned to Turkey until
the completion of his high schoo; years. Omar
his been playing soccer for most of his years and
you can certainly verify this by seeing that he has
scored the majority of Raider goals. He Is a fin*
ball handler, often times being able to ease himself and the ball through three or four defenders
and still managing a shot at the goal. Omar Is always on the front line of the team and if there
is any action at the goal you can just about assume
that he always has something to do with It. Omar
stated that b> Europe the soccer games never have
as many goals as the games here; In fact he says
that they often times end with a score of 0-0 or
1-0. A personable young man and versatile soccer
pis?** Onutx is Indeed a welcome addition to the team.

score 4-1 Wright State.
This was a very important win for the Raiders
who now beast an 8-1 werall record. Their next
opponent Is Ohio Wesleyan, who is always to be
considered a tough opponent. Wright State will travel
to Delaware Friday afternoon and take on Ohio
Wesleyan at 1:30 pm. You are all cordially Invited
to attend.

Wright State, with Its awesome show of strength
has to be considered a power In Ohio Conference
Soccer Competition. Coach Wollner Is to be congratulated for his fine squad thin season and the
way the men of the soccer team put f o r t h 1 0 0
per cent team effort.
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